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The Role of Tensorial Electronic Friction in Energy Transfer at Metal Surfaces
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Department of Chemistry, Yale University, New Haven CT 06520, United States
(Dated: December 6, 2017)

An accurate description of nonadiabatic energy relaxation is crucial for modeling atomistic dy-
namics at metal surfaces. Interfacial energy transfer due to electron-hole pair excitations coupled to
motion of molecular adsorbates is often simulated by Langevin molecular dynamics with electronic
friction. Here, we present calculations of the full electronic friction tensor by using first order time-
dependent perturbation theory (TDPT) at the density functional theory (DFT) level. We show
that the friction tensor is generally anisotropic and non-diagonal, as found for hydrogen atom on
Pd(100) and CO on a Cu(100) surfaces. This implies that electron-hole pair induced nonadiabatic
coupling at metal surfaces leads to friction-induced mode coupling, therefore opening an additional
channel for energy redistribution. We demonstrate the robustness and accuracy of our results by
direct comparison to established methods and experimental data.

The rates and pathways of energy flow can be con-
trolling factors in dynamical processes at surfaces, such
as adsorption, desorption, surface diffusion, and chemi-
cal reaction [1]. In particular, at metal surfaces the ex-
citation and de-excitation of electron-hole pairs (EHP)
can be a contributing or even dominant mechanism
for energy transfer. Electronic transitions driven by
nuclear motion represent a violation of the adiabatic
(Born-Oppenheimer) principle. Nevertheless, nonadia-
batic transitions are common in metals due to the pres-
ence of a continuum of low-lying electronic states [2].
Nonadiabatic phenomena have been observed experimen-
tally in molecular-beam surface scattering [3–5], inelas-
tic electronic tunneling spectroscopy [6], and sum fre-
quency generation spectroscopy [7, 8]. Atomistic simu-
lations of these processes are challenging since they re-
quire methods that go beyond adiabatic molecular dy-
namics. In this context, rigorous quantum dynamics or
mixed quantum-classical Ehrenfest [9, 10] or surface hop-
ping dynamics [11, 12] methods can be used, but they are
computationally expensive.

Molecular dynamics with electronic friction (MDEF)
is an approach that has been widely used to study EHP-
induced adsorbate/surface energy transfer in dynamics
at surfaces [13, 14]. In the MDEF approach, atomic po-
sitions evolve according to classical mechanics Langevin
equation, with forces obtained for a potential energy sur-
face, V (R), and energy dissipation due to EHP excita-
tions incorporated with a friction Λ:

MR̈i = −∂V (R)

∂Ri
−
∑
j

ΛijṘj + Ri(t). (1)

Λij is an element of the (3N×3N)-dimensional electronic
friction tensor Λ where N is the total number of atoms
that are explicitly considered in the dynamics simula-
tion of the combined adsorbate/surface system. Here,
we, however, focus on EHP coupling effects induced by
the adsorbate motion and therefore only consider the ad-
sorbate atoms explicitly. R(t) is a random fluctuating
force determined by an effective ’electronic friction’ via

the fluctuation-dissipation theorem that ensures detailed
balance [13, 15]. The second term in the r.h.s. of eq. 1
describes the friction forces acting on the coordinate i due
to motion in j direction. In the Langevin picture, nona-
diabatic electronic friction introduces hydrodynamic cou-
pling effects on the motion of molecular adsorbates sim-
ilar to those in diffusion [16, 17]. The electronic friction
constants Λij can be obtained from electronic structure
calculations, usually based on Density Functional Theory
(DFT) [18–20] or Many-Body Perturbation Theory [21].
Another commonly used approach is the so-called Local
Density Friction Approximation (LDFA) [22–24], which
has been derived for a single ion experiencing the stop-
ping power of a homogeneous free electron gas [25, 26].
Typically, all of the above methods include an incom-
plete account of electronic friction based on diagonal or
isotropic tensors, calculated either along Cartesian crys-
tallographic directions or normal mode displacement co-
ordinates, therefore neglecting couplings between differ-
ent degrees of freedom.

In the present work, we combine first order time-
dependent perturbation theory (TDPT) and DFT to as-
sess the importance of the tensorial properties of elec-
tronic friction. We focus on hydrogen atom motion on a
Pd(100) surface and carbon monoxide (CO) vibrational
cooling on a Cu(100) surface. We find that the off di-
agonal elements of the friction tensor can be comparable
in magnitude to the diagonal elements. Furthermore, we
find that the friction tensor and Hessian do not share the
same eigenvectors. Therefore, electronic friction in gen-
eral couples the adsorbate vibrational modes and pro-
motes intramolecular vibrational energy redistribution
due to EHP excitations.

We separate vibrational and electronic degrees of free-
dom, and assume nuclear harmonic wavefunctions, ac-
cording to the standard methodology based on Fermi’s
Golden Rule. Nonadiabatic couplings define the friction
tensor elements in the Kohn-Sham (KS) ground state or-
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FIG. 1. (left) Hydrogen atom on Pd(100) as viewed from xy
(top view) and yz (side view) planes for the hollow, bridge,
top, and subsurface sites. Dimmed circles point at the po-
sitions of the Hydrogen atom when it is not directly visible
at current view. The depicted arrows are proportional to the
magnitude of electronic friction. (right) Components of the
mass-weighted friction tensor (in ps−1) along Cartesian direc-

tions and the isotropic rate as given by LDFA Λ̃LDFA.

bitals as follows:

Λij = πh̄2ω
∑
k,ν,ν′

〈ψkν |∇iψkν′〉 · 〈ψkν′ |∇jψkν〉 · (2)

· δ(εkν − εkν′ − h̄ω).

where |ψkν〉 and |ψkν′〉 are KS states and the sum over
k indicates Brillouin zone sampling [18, 19, 27, 28]. KS
eigenenergies are indicated as εkν . Derivatives with re-
spect to nuclear Cartesian coordinates i and j are com-
puted by finite differences. In order to facilitate conver-
gence of the spectral density we approximate the delta
function with a normalized Gaussian distribution of finite
width σ centered at the Fermi level [29] (see Support-
ing Information (SI)). We express 〈ψkν′ |∇Rψkν〉 through
the generalized eigenvalue relation as derivatives of the
Hamiltonian and overlap matrices in a local atomic or-
bital basis representation [19, 30] (cf. SI). The tensorial
property of Λ as introduced by eq. 1 accounts for energy
transfer in coordinate i due to EHP excitations induced
by the motion along coordinate j.

Assuming exponential decay, we can calculate the
EHP-induced relaxation rate [19, 31] Γω of a given vi-

brational frequency as follows [18, 32]:

Γω = eTω · Λ̃ · eω, (3)

where Λ̃ refers to the mass-weighted Cartesian friction
tensor (relaxation rate tensor) Λ̃ij = Λij/(

√
mi
√
mj) and

ej refers to the displacement vector of the vibrational
motion in question. The vibrational lifetime is the inverse
of the corresponding relaxation rate τω = 1/Γω at a given
geometry.

In the following we analyze the structure and ele-
ments of the Cartesian electronic friction tensor using
two model systems: A hydrogen atom adsorbed on a
Pd(100) surface and CO adsorbed on a Cu(100) surface.
We use a semi-local DFT formulated by Perdew, Burke,
and Ernzerhof (PBE) [33], as implemented in the periodic
local atomic-orbital package SIESTA [34] (convergence
with respect to all computational settings has been val-
idated [35]). We compare our results with calculations
based on the LDFA method, which by construction ne-
glects directionality and hydrodynamic coupling in its
description of electronic friction.

Fig. 1 shows the components of the friction tensor
along Cartesian coordinates (in this case coinciding with
the crystallographic axes) for a H atom adsorbed at var-
ious sites of the Pd(100) surface. We considered ad-
sorption at a hollow site, at non-equilibrium bridge and
top sites, and at the tetrahedral subsurface site. Due to
the symmetry of the adsorption sites the electronic fric-
tion tensor is a diagonal matrix, however it is generally
anisotropic. Differences in the relaxation rates along dif-
ferent crystallographic directions can be significant. For
instance, for the hollow adsorption site, friction along
the x (y) direction is almost three times stronger than
along the z direction. We find that substrate symmetry
is correctly reflected in the friction tensor. For example,
motion along the x and y directions are equivalent for
hydrogen adsorbed on the hollow and atop sites with 4-
fold symmetry, resulting in identical relaxation rates in
the corresponding directions. In contrast, the bridge site
with 2-fold symmetry exhibits different rates in all three
Cartesian directions.

For a comparison, we calculated the relaxation rates
according to the LDFA approximation, as given by the
clean surface electron density at the binding site of the
H atom and using tabulated phase shifts from Ref. 36
(Figure 1) [28]. By construction, LDFA yields a scalar,
isotropic value of electronic friction which we can trans-
late to almost a constant rate of about 5.6 to 6.3 ps−1

for Hydrogen on the surface sites and 7.1 ps−1 at the
subsurface site. These rates are significantly larger than
TDPT rates along the individual Cartesian directions,
suggesting that electronic friction in LDFA may be sys-
tematically overestimated when compared to TDPT.

To further explore the anisotropic effects of friction on
dissipative dynamics, we calculated the Cartesian com-
ponents of the friction tensor of H bound to Pd(100) as
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FIG. 2. Cartesian components of the mass-weighted friction
tensor Λ̃ (in ps−1) of a Hydrogen atom on Pd(100) as it moves
from one equilibrium hollow site to another (first and last
points) across a bridge site (middle point). Shown are the
relaxation rates along the three Cartesian components, the
rate as given by the average of trace of the mass-weighted
friction tensor (Λ̃iso = Tr(Λ̃)/3), and the isotropic rate as

given by LDFA Λ̃LDFA.

it is displaced along the minimal energy path for diffu-
sion from one equilibrium hollow site to another, across
a bridge site (Figure 2). Our TDPT results show that
as the hydrogen atom moves from one hollow site to the
other along the x direction, the zz and yy components
of the friction tensor grow and reach a maximum at the
bridge site, whereas the xx component simultaneously
decreases and reaches a minimum at the bridge site. The
yy component is the least sensitive to the position along
this minimum energy path; moreover, since the motion
occurs in the xz plane, and the y component is decoupled
from x and z components in the tensor (see SI, Figure
S1), it would have a zero contribution to the energy loss
along this path. It is important to note here that the fric-
tion tensor at positions in-between the high-symmetry
sites does, however, show sizeable non-zero off-diagonal
coupling between x and z components (about 30% of the
corresponding diagonal xx component) along this trajec-
tory (see SI, section II for details).

In contrast, electronic friction given by LDFA remains
essentially constant along the path. This is expected,
since, according to the LDFA method, the electronic fric-
tion is simply a function of the local electron density cre-
ated by the Pd surface, which is almost constant along
the minimum energy path. Interestingly, the average
of the TDPT dissipation rates along different directions
with Λ̃iso is also largely constant along the path, although
it is considerably smaller than the rate given by LDFA.
This could point to a fundamental connection between
the trace of the friction tensor and the electron density,

FIG. 3. (left) CO adsorbed at an atop site of a Cu(100) sur-
face in the equilibrium position and a non-equilibrium tilted
geometry as viewed from xy (top view) and yz (side view)
planes. (right) Mass-weighted friction tensor (in ps−1) for
the two geometries. The coloring scheme is consistent for x
(red), y (green), z (blue), xz (purple), and yz (brown) compo-
nents of the friction tensor. Components smaller than 0.002
ps−1 are set to zero.

however, this needs to be further investigated. Direct
comparison between tensorial friction based on TDPT
and LDFA could motivate future approximate methods
that go beyond LDFA by, for example, including the cor-
relation of electronic friction on the local density and its
gradient.

We note that the dynamics along the minimum energy
path will follow a velocity vector with non-zero compo-
nents along x and z directions. Therefore, the energy
loss at or close to the bridge site will be slower than
around the hollow sites. Additionally, the non-zero off-
diagonal elements in TDPT along this diffusion path will
contribute to an unequal change of velocity adding to ve-
locity changes that are already imposed by the PES cor-
rugation. None of the above effects are captured by the
simplified description of Λ̃ given by LDFA. From these
data, however, it is difficult to conclude whether the off-
diagonal couplings significantly alter the outcome of an
individual adatom trajectory or if they can be safely ne-
glected.

The relevance of off-diagonal elements in the fric-
tion tensor becomes much more evident when analyzing
molecular adsorbates on metal surfaces. We reconsider
the well-studied model system of CO adsorbed on the
Cu(100) surface [31, 37, 38] by calculating the full (6×6)
Cartesian friction tensor for CO adsorbed in the equi-
librium upright position and also in a non-equilibrium
tilted position at the atop site (see Figure 3). We find
that even at a high symmetry site, the friction tensor for
the CO molecule has significant off-diagonal components.
In the upright position, Oxygen and Carbon atom com-
ponents only couple within the same Cartesian direction:
Cx is coupled to Ox and so on. The magnitude of off-
diagonal elements is on the same level as the magnitude
of diagonal elements (Figure 3). We also find that these
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elements can be negative (as long as the overall matrix
remains positive-definite), effectively describing a reduc-
tion of electronic friction as a result of non-vanishing ve-
locity in the coupled directions. For the general case of
non-equilibrium sites such as the here presented tilted
CO position, the friction tensor may be fully populated.

Calculating the vibrational lifetime along normal mode
vibrations (’Along NM’ in Table I) for CO on Cu(100)
using eq. 3 we find normal mode lifetimes in good agree-
ment with previous TDPT studies of our group using
lifetimes based on cluster models [31] and periodic plane-
wave calculations [38]. In addition, we find a fair agree-
ment with the experimental reference for the lifetime of
the internal stretch (IS) of 2±1 ps measured by Morin
et al [37]. We also simulated the explicit dynamical en-
ergy loss along the IS mode by integrating the Langevin
equation along the corresponding one-dimensional PES
(see SI section III for details). The resulting vibrational
lifetime of 3.92 ps is almost identical to the static instan-
taneous lifetime of 4.07 ps. We also find that another
short lived vibrational mode is the frustrated rotation
(3.61 ps), which is in accord with previous theoretical
and experimental work [39].

Our calculations only consider vibrational energy loss
due to EHP excitations, we therefore expect them to yield
an upper limit to the experimentally observed vibrational
lifetime, notwithstanding all other approximations taken.
LDFA results for the IS lifetime in literature lie above or
below our result, depending on the construction of the
embedding density [40, 41]. The applicability of LDFA
for molecular adsorbates has been a topic of recent dis-
cussion [22, 27, 40]. Table I shows results for an embed-
ding density based on the density of the clean surface
(Independent Atom Approximation, LDFA-IAA) and an
embedding density as given by the atoms-in-molecules
scheme (LDFA-AIM) [40, 42]. Analogously to the anal-
ysis of hydrogen, we can calculate atom-wise isotropic
friction coefficients from the TDPT tensor by averaging
over diagonal elements and discarding off-diagonals. The
resulting IS lifetime of 5.8 ps is in close agreement with
the LDFA-IAA value of 6.1 ps.

For the case of CO on Cu(100), we find that EHP-
induced vibrational relaxation is not only mode-selective,
but also introduces vibrational mode coupling. Whereas
adsorbate motion along normal modes has often been
assumed to transform the friction tensor into a diago-
nal form [14], by spectral analysis of the mass-weighted
friction tensor for CO adsorbed atop on Cu(100) (Fig
3) we find eigenvectors that are not identical to the vi-
brational normal modes (See web enhanced object in
the SI for an interactive animation [43]). Unlike vibra-
tional normal modes, eigenmodes of the friction tensor
(’friction modes’) are not required to preserve the cen-
ter of mass. Characterizing friction modes of upright
CO on Cu(100) by projection with vibrational normal
modes, we find that frustrated rotation (FR) and frus-

TABLE I. Vibrational lifetimes (in ps) of the four principle
displacement modes for CO adsorbed at the top site of a
Cu(100) surface as calculated by eq. 3. ’Along NM’ refers
to lifetimes calculated along the vibrational normal modes.
’Along FM’ refers to lifetimes calculated along the eigenvec-
tors of the mass-weighted friction tensor. IS: internal stretch
mode, SA: surface-adsorbate stretch mode, FT: frustrated
translation mode, FR: frustrated rotation mode.

IS SA FT FR

Along NM 4.07(3.92)a 17.0 70.5 3.61
Along FM 3.70 108 808 3.58

Ref 38 3.3 13.7 19.5 3.8
Ref 19 3.3 82 108 2.3
Ref 40 6.1 LDFA-IAA
Ref 40 1.8 LDFA-AIM
Exp. 2 ± 1 [37] ≥ 1 [39]
a: Lifetime in parentheses was calculated following the

explicit Langevin dynamics along the internal stretch mode.
For details see SI, Section III.

trated translation (FT) modes only minimally deviate
from their normal mode analogues, however the internal
stretch mode (IS) and the surface-adsorbate (SA) stretch
mode are strongly mixed. This becomes clear from con-
sidering the differences in vibrational lifetime along nor-
mal modes and along friction modes as calculated ac-
cording to eq. 3. The lifetime of the friction mode clos-
est to the IS is slightly reduced compared to the internal
stretch, whereas the surface-adsorbate (SA) stretch life-
time is an order of magnitude larger. The consequence of
this effective mode coupling is that vibrational excitation
of individual adsorbate normal modes will induce EHP-
mediated energy-loss that in turn facilitates vibrational
mode coupling between adsorbate degrees of freedom, ef-
fectively introducing faster energy redistribution. Such
EHP-mediated vibrational mode coupling may be a con-
tributing factor in electron-tunneling induced adsorbate
migration as observed for CO on Pd(110) [44].

In summary, we have shown how to account for
anisotropic electronic effects in the description of energy
relaxation of molecular adsorbates at metal surfaces. Our
calculations, combining first-order perturbation theory
and ground state DFT for H on Pd(100) and CO on
Cu(100), demonstrate that the electronic friction tensor
of adatoms and molecular adsorbates is (1) anisotropic
and vibrational motions are damped differently in dif-
ferent directions and (2) that it is fully populated and
generally not diagonal in either normal mode or crys-
tallographic coordinates. In comparison to LDFA we
find significant deviations. Our findings show that elec-
tronic friction leads to enhanced intramolecular vibra-
tional energy redistribution among otherwise weakly cou-
pled vibrational modes of the molecular adsorbates. Our
methodology is completely general and could be extended
beyond ground-state DFT [45]. When coupled with an
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analytical description of non-adiabatic coupling matrix
elements [30, 46], it could be efficiently incorporated into
molecular dynamics simulations.
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